Full Line
60-425 TPH

Imagine Your Dream
Your business started as a dream, to grow and profit. To get the personalized attention
you want to help you on your way. The customization you need to meet your specific
production goals. Fulfill your dream with ADM.
A History of Providing Solutions for Your Complex Needs
Asphalt producers and paving contractors just like you have relied on
ADM for more than 40 years to help them find long-lasting solutions for
their every asphalt application. We’re large enough to understand that
every producer’s needs are different. Small enough to personally
answer your call, help with sound solutions, like customizing just the
right asphalt plant to meet your specific production goals, or troubleshooting when surprises happen.
ADM asphalt plants are improving operators’ profits in more than 47
countries, across six continents, in some of the world’s most demanding environments. No matter where your next job is, ADM will be there
to support you before, during and long after the sale.

Start Your Custom Plant Design Today
Explore our four different series of asphalt plants and view our wide range of standard
components, designed to fit any plant. Consult with one of our specialists to help
configure just the right asphalt plant for your business.

EX Series

MileMaker Series

RoadBuilder Series

SPL Series

120-425 TPH

160-425 TPH

110-350 TPH

60-160 TPH

Single-Drum Counterflow

Dual-Drum Counterflow

Parallel Flow

Parallel Flow

Up to 50% Process RAP

Up to 50% Process RAP

Up to 25% Process RAP

Up to 25% Process RAP

All plants are available in portable, skid-mounted and relocatable versions.

EX
Series
120-425 TPH
Highly Customizable Plants with
Any of Our Standard Components
Consult with one of our specialists to help configure just the
right EX Series asphalt plant to meet your business’ specific
needs. Our EX Series of asphalt plants are designed to meet
high-capacity production demands and strict environmental
regulations. These plants handle up to 50% RAP and virtually
eliminate blue-smoke and hydrocarbon emissions, combining
high volume, high efficiency and environmental friendliness in
a compact package.
The plants’ single-drum counterflow technology provides the
longest aggregates drying and mixing times in the industry,
ensuring consistent, quality asphalt and meeting all federal
and state specifications.

Clean Operation
Captures residual gases and reintroduces them back to the
combustion zone via counterflow technology, virtually eliminating
blue-smoke and hydrocarbon emissions.

Efficient design
Affords single-operator capability, easy troubleshooting and simple on-site maintenance.

Innovative Technology
Achieves maximum heat transfer and fuel efficiency through
separate drying and mixing zones with the single-drum counterflow-system technology.

Increased Capacity
Allows maximum asphalt production with up to 50% RAP.

Meet High Capacity Demand for
Maximum Asphalt Production

EX
120
120 TPH

Ideal for Remote and Demanding Locations Worldwide

Redesigned with a reverse air baghouse (in place of a pulsejet), the EX 120 with single-drum counterflow technology is
more compact and portable than ever. With its new, shorter length, the plant is even easier to transport, and takes up
even less space on the job site.
The EX 120 is perfect for customers with smaller production tonnage who need to meet all federal and state environmental specifications. ADM customers currently using the SPL series of ADM asphalt plants and who require more RAP
usage and environmental soundness, should look no further than the EX 120.

Counterflow Technology
Achieves the highest level of heat
transfer and fuel efficiency using
separate drying and mixing zones for
highest quality asphalt production.

Effective ROI
Offers a fast return on investment at a
low cost per ton and is ruggedly built
and affordable.

Optimal Transport
Shorter plant length with the new reverse air baghouse allows easier transport and takes up even less space on
the job site.

Environmentally Sound
Gets up to 99.99% efficiency with the
baghouse when normal clean aggregate materials are used. Counterflow
technology eliminates blue smoke and
hydrocabon emissions.

MileMaker
Series
160-425 TPH
High Volume Production at a
Low Cost Per Ton
Our MileMaker Series of asphalt plants makes even the
biggest jobs seem small. What separates the MileMaker
Series from our EX Series of high production plants is
that the MileMaker plants use two separate drums, one
for drying and one for mixing. The benefit of separating
the mixing zone from the combustion zone is to further
minimize blue smoke, and maximum heat transfer and
fuel efficiency.
Like the EX Series plants, the MileMaker Series of plants
are highly customizable with any of our standard components to meet your business’ specific production needs.

Fast ROI
Offers fast return on investment due to the plant’s low cost per
ton. Affordable and built to stand the test of time.

Environmentally Conscious
Virtually eliminates blue smoke and emissions because the
mixing zone is located farther from the burner than most
plants. Any residual gases are contained and reintroduced to
the combustion zone.

Affordable and
Built to Last

RoadBuilder
Series
110-350 TPH
Quick Set-up in a One-operator,
One Loader-Operator Plant
Designed for easy, hassle-free operation, troubleshooting and maintenance, our RoadBuilder Series of asphalt
plants set up quickly, so contractors may begin production within days. The self-erecting silos require only 15
minutes of set-up time to help get your business on its
way to producing at the lowest cost per ton of any plant
in its class.
The RoadBuilder Series, with its parallel-flow system results in exact control of mix designs and fewer emissions
than other parallel-flow plant designs, and requires just
one plant operator and one loader operator for efficient
operation.

Simple-to-Service
Allows for easy maintenance and less downtime with
industry-standard components.

User-friendly Operation
Keeps on working at peak efficiency with individual digital
processors and simple controls.

Easy Customization
Simply add components like baghouses, AC tanks, conveyors
and silo systems to match users’ exact production
requirements.

Fewer Emissions
Maximizes fuel efficiency while minimizing asphalt cement
burn-off through the plant’s open-fired multi-fuel Hauck
StarJet Burner. Results in fewer emissions than other
parallel-flow designs.

Designed for Easy,
Hassle-free Operation

SPL
Series
60-160 TPH
Enhanced Mobility Plants for
Hard to Access Locations
Every plant in our SPL Series, including all components,
fits into a single trailer for cost-efficient shipping and easy
transport to hard-to-access locations in emerging markets
worldwide. SPL Series asphalt plants allow quality asphalt
production at a lower cost per ton than with competitive
small production plants, making the SPL Series highly
efficient and economical for producers
Like all ADM Series asphalt plants, the SPL Series of
plants is built in the USA, and designed to meet the highest quality standards for a long life, providing operators
worldwide with a reliable, low-production plant option.

Easy to Maintain
Minimizes downtime because the plant uses standard parts,
readily available when you need them.

Highly Efficient
Allows for lower fuel costs and high quality asphalt production
with the SPL’s parallel-flow drum system.

Easy to Operate
Requires just one plant operator and one loader operator due
to the plant’s simple design.

Reliable and Economical
for Lower Production Needs

Components

Designed to Fit Any Asphalt Plant

HMA Storage & Surge Systems

Control Rooms & Process Controls

Portable & Relocatable Crane Set Silos maintain fresh
asphalt at a consistent temperature until discharged
Surge Bins are a compact and efficient alternative
to full-size silos
Drag Conveyors feature a reinforced, weld-on
slat for reliable conveying

Portable Self-Erecting Silos erect in minutes
without use of a crane, capacities of 30–75 tons

Control Rooms are designed for maximum operator
efficiency and comfort
Blend Systems accurately interlock blends to the
measured aggregate flow
Loadout Systems provide user flexibility in
choosing process control components and
system upgrades

Motor Control Centers feature space-saving
designs and a more compact footprint
Data Transfer Software allows electronic transfer
from multiple plant locations to central computer
via the Internet
Control Add-Ons are designed for more efficiency
and greater uptime, add-ons include human interface (HMI) controls, call boxes, fuel meters, AMP
meter systems, and tank level indicators

Emissions Control Equipment

Pulse Jet & Reverse Air Baghouses provide more
than 99.8% efficiency to comply with strict
emissions standards
Primary Dust Collectors collect oversize material
to increase production, minimize secondary
collector wear

Venturi Wet Systems clean the dirty gas stream
using water to trap the gases

Components
Aggregate Feed Systems

Filler & Dust Silo Equipment

Cold Feed Bins are built to last with all-welded,
painted steel, industrial strength columns, and
end bracing

Filler Silos feature pneumatic conveying system
for precise baghouse dust control

Recycle Systems allow you to use more RAP and
make more money, available in portable or
relocatable models

Weigh Conveyors precisely measure material from
the cold feed bins into the drum to achieve highest
quality asphalt mix
Aggregate Conveyors are designed to over-perform
and keep production flowing
Material Screens handle virgin aggregate and RAP
feeds in portable and relocatable plants
Lump Breaker eliminate off-site pre-crushing of
asphalt materials for recycling

Weigh Pods are easy to install, steep sidewalls
improve material flow
Conveying and Metering volumetrically meters
baghouse fines, conveys dust back into the
recycle collar of the drum

Components
Liquid Asphalt Storage

Additive Systems

Specialty Tanks

Vertical & Horizontal Tanks include value-added
features as part of ADM’s standard design
rather than a premium charge, AC capacities
from 10,000 to 35,000 gallons

Anti-Strip Systems provide consistent and
accurate flow of additive as production rates
increase or decrease (using PLC-based controls)
Fiber Feed Systems meter and dispense a variety
of materials at a computer-controlled target rate,
based on asphalt liquid content or aggregate rate

Fuel Tanks provide on-site asphalt plant fuel storage in capacities from 5,000 to 20,000 gallons,
available in vertical and horizontal configurations
Calibration Tanks allow for fast and highly accurate
calibration of your asphalt metering system without the need for a large tanker or truck scales

Warm Mix Systems help reduce blue smoke
emissions, material oxidation, offensive odors
and production cost, while increasing RAP usage,
hauling distance and your bottom line

Additive Tanks are1000-gallon UL142 labeled vertical tanks equipped with many useful features

Metering Pump Skids provide precise and
consistent asphalt content into the mix
Unloading Pump Skids are compact, high-capacity
transfer pumps that allow for fast, efficient
uploading of delivery tankers

Asphalt Drum Mixers Inc.
1 ADM Parkway, Huntertown, IN 46748, U.S.A.
Phone: 260-637-5729 Fax: 260-637-3164
sales@admasphaltplants.com www.admasphaltplants.com

